2021-02-04

Product change notification
SLD 000 & SLD 00 - temporary product change

Dear customer,

ABB Kabeldon SLD 000 & SLD 00 fuse switch disconnectors will temporary be delivered with an uncolored transparent front window, instead of the grey window that you are used to see. The functionality of the product remains unchanged, only the aesthetic look is affected.

The temporary change is due to a disruption in supply of raw material caused by a combination of lowered production capacity due to corona and a significant increase in demand.

All products with the uncolored front window will be delivered with a notification in the package providing the same information as in this letter.

This action is to secure uninterrupted supply. We estimate to deliver the original design again later this spring.

Thanks for your understanding.

Products affected
- SLD 000 2CGX063050106
- SLD 00 2CGX063050107
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